


• Owl and Round wooden blank (from 
Seedpod) or trace design on pattern 
pages

• Rose and daisy inserts
• beads, feathers, stones and silver 

tree
• white and black polymer clay
• cookie cutters
• pearlex powders (we used):

Gold
Pearl White
Spring Green
Pink Gold

• acrylic paints (we used):
Evergreen / White
Avocado / Red / Black

• assorted rubber stamps & rollographs 
• gold & black spray paint 
• paint brushes / scissors / craft knife
• wood glue / black marker

Firstly, you need to trace the Owl shape 
onto some paper and cut out a pattern 
for working on later. 
Secondly you can spray the one side of 
your owl wooden shape in black spray 
paint and both sides of the round 
wooden shape in gold.

While that is drying you can start 
working your polymer clay in your hand 

For the other pieces of the owl, roll out 
until it is soft and free of air bubbles.  

your clay as before and using your 
Roll it out on a piece of wax paper (or a 

rubber stamps and rollographs press 
cutting matt works really well!) using a 

your textures into the clay. Now place 
rolling pin or if you have an old pasta 

the different pieces of the owl pattern 
machine that has been dormant for while 

onto the clay piece that you have 
you can use that. 

stamped and cut around the pattern, to 
the shape required.

For the wings of the owl, I have decided 
to layer plain (no texture) pieces of 

I brushed on some Aztec Gold pearlex 
polymer clay on top of each other to 

powder on the edges of the black clay to 
create a 'feathery' effect. Using some 

enhance it even more. 
cookie cutter shapes (teardrop and a 
leaf) cut out your different colours of 
clay and see what they will look like as 

      (IMG_03)
the wings. 

     

(IMG_04 & 05.jpg)

TIP: keep pasta machine on it's thickest 
setting so your clay doesn't come out too 
thin. 
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You may also want to include some gold one piece and shade different areas,  
foil into your owl design, for this you fading colours into each other. 
simply take the piece of clay in mind 
(already cut to size), and place the gold It is really simple and the effects are 
foil over it, rub your finger over the foil amazing!  Because we are working with 
so that it sticks to the clay (the clay is a limited colour palette for this project, 
slightly tacky and oily and so you don't you may want to paint some detail onto 
need glue).  Once that has been baked it areas, like the wings for example, for 
will stay on. this use the acrylic paints, painting the 

areas directly with a small brush. 

     (IMG_07)

    (IMG_08.jpg / IMG_09.jpg)

Now for your owls resting place, simply 
take the soft white polymer clay and roll 
out sausages to create the branches in 
your background. Do the same to create 
the leaves, just make them much smaller 
and squash them to be flatter. 

With the back of your clay cutter texture 
the branches a bit, and carve in the 
leaves veins.

You can stick all your pieces to the 
circular gold background piece using 
wood glue – not too much so that it 
starts oozing out the sides, but just 

   (IMG_06.jpg) enough to stick.  Once everything is in 
place you can bake your whole piece in 
the oven according to whichever polymer 
clay you used instructions.  Once out the 
oven and cooled, use a black permanent 
marker to write 'O is for OWL'.

Place your clay pieces onto the owl and 
start arranging the other elements you 
would like to include in your background, 
flowers etc. 

Once you are happy with the overall 
design, you can start to add colour to 
your clay pieces.  This can be done using 
a combination of acrylic paints with 
Pearlex Powders. 

Using your finger, simply dab into the 
powder (shake off any excess as you 
don't want it going into your textures) 
and rub gently over your textured 
surface.  You can use multiple colours on 

For the latest and greatest on
the going's on at 

'The SeedPod Studio' 
LIKE us on Facebook. 

All materials for this project are
available from The SeedPod Studio,

for more information and ideas
on Mixed Media Mosaic

projects check out: 
www.seedpodstudio.co.za

or call 011 465 0375.
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